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Don't forget "Mow Hole Appreciation Night" Saturday night after the
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S.E.F.
Hay Become Necessary
Disbandnenl

Scots Nip Blue
Streaks; 49 - 48

Week of Prayer Leaders in Conference

Big Four Reorganizes;
of

I'l'y
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The Big Four held their
retreat at the First Presbyterian
Church last Saturday. They made
plans for the reorganization and new
activities of the Y.M., Y.W., Sunday
Evening Forum and Freshmen Forum.
Roger Naftzger, president, presided
session.
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Lead Changes Nine Times in Last Minnies
Before Shaw's Final Shot Clinches Victory

.
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In 1880 General William T. Sher
man said, "War is hell". If h had
lived to see Wooster's Scot barely nip
8,
Carroll's Blue Streaks,
John
The morning meeting consisted of
Saturday night in Severance gym, he
individual group conferences and reSpring Formal Vetoed might have added, "Maybe war IS
ports made to the entire delegatiton.
so' this garnet"
After the Y.W. reported that they
Pembroke Holds Dance hellGen.butSherman's
wig would have
planned to have a tea for their new
By BETSY WELSH
turned pale gray in those last tea hee
advisors on Mar. 2 in Babcock Parlor,
Attention, everyone to whom it may I tic minutes of the rough and tumble
and a lecture from Mrs. Bousman on
Courtuy of The Woottcr Daily Record concern
and this means everyone. I battle. The lead bounced back and
Feb. 26, the Y.M. under the leaderRev. John Bates
Dr. McLean
Anne Taylor
Florence Mason
Dig out your old clothes or any clothes I forth nine times as the end ncared,
ship of Bob Gish, president, outlined
that you can't wear, and get prepared I keeping a
gym in con-rejuvenation ideas for the coming sethe next Big Four clothing drive, I (tant pandemonium.
for
mester. In addition to holding a joint Forsberg, Swanson
wnica is coming up in tne near tu- Peculiarly sign&cant m view of this
Truth and Consequences program
course, some or you may reel I
ture.
ut
.edviA wai the fact that the
with the Y.W. on Mar. 5, they hope
Top Boles In
By DICK CATON
you need all your pld clothes for
that
0f Scot basketbal root,
to have Richard Richards, area adDr. Milton D. McLean who was the guest speaker for this year's your own back, but if you think hard LvaJt
from prayer before
Veak
were
Remember
visor speak to them on Feb. 26. Both
Week of Prayer, concluded the program Thursday evening with Com'
-Bob and VivTuckpY.Wrresident7
.Service-a- tr
7 o'clock- Dr- McLea- n- whose --central theme was ttiti (eh
iaWAAMa af a - MaaJe umm I
"I Remember Mama", a play taken ffiunlonr
expressed a desire to hold more joint
,
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life
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more
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because
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cnosen as tne heart"
been
has
Account"
Bank
appointment of Joyce Jarman as the
Earl Shaw whinned in at one.
the social and tconomic aspects.
annual Color Day and Commencement than
Saturday
dance
this
the
mon
after
Landed,
chairman of the annual Y.M.-Y.shot from ten
On the topic Achieving Inner Se
production. Presentation dates a
be
would
basketball
the
for
game
varj,
hiUtoo
be.
carnival to
held on Mar 22 was
curity," Dr. McLean said "the world
otlt to
3. On
and
May
7, 8,
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Mose
Fund,
Appreciation
so
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Hole
To
Submit
Six
Scripts
announced at this time.'
noopmea
of today with its unrest and its prob- nth win in the hut
Broadway the parts of Mama and
everyone come out ana neip sweii tnisi
of
starts,
is
in.
ems,
need
Dave Blackshear, representing Sun- - paoa were played by Mady Christians Color Day Committee
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changes in education and new social r..sl
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For Coach Mose Hole it was victory
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systems.
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in 360 starts over 21 year
the type of meeting would be altered Little Theater version follow, in order
of the gym Saturday night for your
is a demand for even more than
Color
judging
Day
the
for
committee
there
this
school and. also the Scots'
span
at
to include one vesper service or a sing cf appearance:.
Monday greatly needed contributions,
Discussion
They
the
Forum
this.
Pageants.
In
are:
straight
8th
win.
a month as well, as one selected speak
committee was appointed by the
A
Viv Douglass "Ye Cods and Little Fishes"
Katrin
discussed
conflict
be
he
the
evening
er. Negotiations are being made to obJohn Carroll's dribblers knew in ad
Charlotte Forsberg
Mama
by Colonial Club tweeh egocentric and adult behavior. Senate to judge pictures for the 1948
vance they had to stop Earl Shaw and
tain the Priest of the Catholic Church
Dick Swanson "Sing A Song of Wooster"
Papa
and the need for inner peace and a Wooster Calendar: Ev Ballard, Ken "Fingers" Wagner, the Scot duo that
here in Wooster, and Mr. Hutchison
yon Corey, Martha McMillan and
Midred Ashley
Dagmar .
by Scott Cottage sense of authority
11attala nil
iMAiMiltf aMflest ff
for two of these occasions. May 11,
Mary Smith. So, get out with your I
,
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,
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Stroh
.
,
Jane
Christine ..
Selfish Giant"
Adaptation
of
'The
Color Day Sunday, was also named
.
, .
Tuesday's Morning Worship
, . I combine with 36 of the 74 markers
On
. Hal Conwell
Mr. Hyde
(By Oscar Wilde) by Anne Taylor topic "Understanding " Others," Dr, camera around campus, and give this chalked up by victorious Wooster in
as the day for an informal sing on the
: Bud uif
committee something to do.
Nels
by Alice Hickman and
"Moontime"
the first meeting of the two clubs.
Library steps. Discussion followed on
McLean told of the need for underGwen Jones
Along
Aunt Trina
line
the
dance
voted
Betty Reif .
we
MttkM
difficulties.
Rfli
He
standing others and its
ki jJesle tftrf.
Kathy Wonder Robert Taylor (no title) .
.
I
unt
havmg
Spring
,
due
Formal,
a
against
between S.E.F. and the newly formed
outlined the developing and maturing
,imf- -(l
.
,
,
,
, l onaw ana watm
Wagner togetner pumpea
Martha Pratt Ken Wright (no title).
Aunt Jenny
e
Westminster Fellowship, but no
of a personality, mentioning' conflicts to the great number that are already 29 points into the bucket.
Uncle Chris
Jack Hunter
The judging committee is at work and misunderstandings which arise be- being given, but we gave our approval
adjustment was made. A suggesDon Swegan, stellar forward who
Judie Mader this week and the winning script will
Jessie
and small children. In for Pembroke to hold an
tion was offered, however, that if more
parents
tween
set up many of Wooster's counters,
L
Ed Snell be announced within a few days. .The
Mr. Thorkelson
Scott Auditorium that evening the dis dance at their earliest convenience, netted eight points. Fin defensive
interest were not displayed toward
Cliffe
Wayne
Dr. Johnson
also moved, seconded and
Student Senate will, .mail a $25 check
these Forum meetings, S.E.F. be temcussion included tensions that beset It was
work by the Scots' guards, Bob Bax-Bob Clark to the winner, a director will be named
Arne
passed
we place the buying of rec
that
porarily disbanded.
persons and make them insecure.
Ruth Rosborough immediately, and actual production
A Nurse
ords for Senate use in the hands of Ut RoM Smith, and Jim Weygandt,
Str-- k
. Peg Strouse will be launched at once.
"Finding My Place in the World" the Dance Committee, so in the future M""!"1 much of
A series of vocational meetings was Another Nurse
Bill Spicer
planned for the Freshmen Forum cur- - Soda Clerk
The judging committee is as fol was the topic for Wednesday morn the Senate will have its very own rec- - ,cormfl' Punc"'
Betty
Knox
The Scott began the second half
lows: Mr. Frederick Moore, Miss Kath ing. Dr. McLean told of the problem ords, and all gripes can be directed in
riculum this semester. The speakers in- - Madeline
6
deficit. Aided by three
&
Jo Garver leen Lowrie, Mr. Paul Modlish, Livy of finding love, and of understanding that direction. (If there are any!!)
dude Wooster's mayor, a typical Dorothy Schiller- McKee DePastina, "Skip" Pierson, Art Pal persons. He said that the Bible is the
housewife and an insurance salesman. Florence Dana Moorhead-Na- n
A Committee to judge Color Day buckets by Carroll's dark threat, Larry
Clarence Forsberg mer, Art Southwick.
.
Dr. Hartman, the Lee Bros., Dr. Angreatest source book we have dealing scripts was appointed as follows: Livy Howland, and some sloppy officiating,
with this problem of understanding of DePastina, Skippy Pierson, Art Palm- - the Blue Streaks soon lengthened their
derson, and Mr. Mosel were also menpeople. He mentioned that one of the er, Art Southwick, Mr. Moore, Miss lead,
tioned as possible lecturers. Plans for
obstacles to understanding of others is Lowrie, and Mr. Modlish. They're go- Westminster Group
a social event to be held on Mar. 21
With every one of Wooster's pointthe basic consciousness of self which ing to have a hard task choosing from pilferers nailing at least one bucket,
are currently underway.
To Elect Officers
pervades life at an early age and often the six scripts which were turned in by: the men of Mose turned on the heat
In the afternoon a general meeting . Last Friday and Saturday 169
lingers even in adults. The discus the girls of Scot Cottage, the girls of I and narrowed the margin to
of lha emirs Blg Four war heldrAf f WoeKermdentradicateuejrdidn'rr On Sunday Evening
sion for the day included the problem Colonial, Anne Taylor, Bob Taylor, I Hereupon, Ross Smith let one (If that
this time, discussions concerning plans know when they'd had enough by sig
Newly organized on the Wooster of finding a place in the world, of Ken Wright, Alice Hickman and Bet-- 1 bounced on the rim and rolled in to
k
for rejuvenation, and reorganization nifying their intention to go to
campus, the Westminster Fellowship choosing a career and of discovering ty Jane Reif. Their decision will be I put Wooster on top for the first time
place. Short worship services, mer school. This figure is an increase
announced in next weeks Voice.
with ten minutes to go.
group will hold their second meeting
(Continued on Page 4)
conducted by Edith Bender and Bob over the number of people who signed
in Lower Kauke this Sunday evening
The officials were barely able to con- Reed, introduced and concluded the up last year at the trial registration
will be taken for
First
steps
8:00.
at
trol the game from then on. Main
Retreat. Luncheon was served to, the period. However, the grand total of
the organization and election of of Leonard, Stead
taining a thrilling pace, the two quinrepresentatives in Upper Holden din- - the 1946 summer session is not expect
ficers for the group. The Fellowship
tets tied up the score three times at
ed to be exceeded. At that time there
Keeps Cupid Rushing
ing room.
is tinder the auspices of the Westmin
37, 41, and 47 points,
were 347 students in attendance, an
i mm
Church of Wooster.
Cold winter blasts have no effect on
ster
The visitor's Coleman sank a free
all time record for the present system.
Committees from the
the humors of four Wooster graduates'
throw
with 33 seconds to go, and the
The number of courses to be offer
Clericus groups were responsible and one alumna. To be trite, they
underdog Clevelanders led, 48-4Accident Near Rittman ed is still in doubt. Dr. Sharp, who and the
founding of this Fellowship have their loves to keep them warm!
for
Shaw then came through with the
heads these hot summer activities, group on the campus. It is similar to
Feb. 4, Betty Leonard, '46, bechips down and sank the winning field
Inj ures Two Sec. VIII hopes that as rich a program as the many other Westminster Fellowship As of Mrs.
Fred Stead; Dixie Hutson
came
goaL
one carried on last year can be attain groups in Presbyterian colleges and and Johnny Weitzel sealed it with a
Men, Car Badly Bent
The triumph vaulted the Scots into
ed and that "even more departments state universities throughout the Unit
diamond last Wednesday morning;
place in Ohio Stat. Wooerer
third
classes,
will
conduct
. William George, Section Eight mem
ed States. It is designed to fill the and Betty Ann Baker went to Prince- 12-is just short of Capital's
record
ber,' and Phil Franks, recently grad
There will be a catalogue regarding need for worship and
"
12-Bowling
and
Green's 23-- 7 rec
uated from Wooster, suffered painful summer school available about the first discussion of Christian principle sjIfX,
ords. Coach Hole's merry magicians
but not too serious injuries Tuesday 0f April for any prospective summer
r. .
"e"
,
...
.
.
.
r-of the hard court stand fifth in the
Chevevening, Feb. 18, when the '41
students who failed to register or who
Ihese meetings will consist or in2.1 team Ohio Conference race.
.
rolet that Phil was driving towards are still in doubt as to the selection spirational worship service, discussion
Wooster on Route 5 near Rittman was 0f subjects.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Douglass Plans Formal

t

Index Struggles For Emergence

wmiam oeorge sutterea severe tac
Affcr six momh, of wearisome
lacerations and bruises. Phil Franks bour
Index Staff is 8tiU valiantly
is known to have cracked a rib, and .traaeune
Jon a few misguided
sprained a thumb, besides receiving hopefuis 8UcIl as the editor, still think
painful body and head bruises. Mish- - fW mav mflt! tIlB Jeat4iine. Uoon be- ler? driver of the other car is still in ing asked thedate - of - the deadline
la-i-

hop-rol-

The Douglass Council met Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday this weak to
consider plans for the Formal Dane
to be held in Babcock on February 23.
The decision was that only men living
in Douslasa now can attend tha danc.

al

a Wadsworth hospital. Last reports said editor first pretended complete ighad him recovering from shock and a norance of the word, and then with
broken hand.
great effort, laughed halfheartedly and
Phil Franks reported seeing Mish- - muttered something about Tuesday
ler's car round the turn on his side of and two years hence. From all evidence
the road and remembers his attempt I would say that this explains why so
to pull off the road to avoid being hit. many graduates send their children
Mishler's car demolished Frank's Chev. back to Wooster. They are still
from the left front fender to the ing.
Some progress at least has been
rear left fender. Though Mishler's
speed isn't known the impact was made in the appointment of several
great. The left front windshield cor- - new positions by the editor, Jean
ner post was bent into a V and the Scott. These are assistant editor, Nancy
steering wheel broke off after being Jones; layout editor, Roger Williams;
bent double. The cause of Mishler's sports editor, Dick Smith; girl's sports
d
approach on the wrong side of the editor, Jean Horn; identification
tor, Evelyn Spear; and literary editor,
isn't known.
et

edi-roa-

.

Rose Kesel.

One of the most important positions
is held by the layout editor, Roger
Couratr at TU Wooaitr DtA KmoH
Williams. Roger, who was appointed
president of M.S.GA( several days The floral
arrtngemena an up to Ask
editor o the 194? Index but discoverafter the new semester began . . . with individual: a house meetin WecW.
ed the Navy needed him more, has un
Ja very valid excuse forhis tardiness.
right decided that the en mass
covered many new and surprising as
ceccy wui remain at ner jod in ruts- - buying of corsages was
out.
only
is he re
pects to his job. Not
ourgn
wnen
sne
ana
rrea
untu
June
problem
A
has
arisen in the hand-sponsible for the usual layout work
.
It
m Iva1a-j'mil! r" iaret f se jism I
a
outn
e
iung and distribution ot auuL devtral
but also for calming the editor, deAtter urn, f red who is a geology ma- - lettert
been opened and package
fining any word over two syllables,
will continue his education with
jor,
fo04 Ha
disappeared,
hands with the
holding
work at the Unl- some
.fcu
and
the
aiding
and
in
assistant editor,
of
versity
Pittsburgh.
Betty
Ellen
was
f
get to their rightful owners.
blackmail of poor innocents who did ton for the Senior Prom and came
ac ve in imp. ner. on campus ana u
U
U pre$entt1 M
not realize the sinister possibilities in back with her left hand bediamoned
now serving as alumni secretary for mQA
having their picture taken by the In- beautifully.
mtt
&m
the class of '46. From her on in, her
'
Mr
dex.
Pittsburgh was the scene of a quiet
jotting, m the Alumni Bulletin will b f
dfaoing staff could bet
ceremony when Betty
Thus the 1947 Index is painfully double-rinsigned Betty Leonard Stead. Looks
for
their
duties if th mops
car
ter
struggling for emergence. It is hoped Leonard and Fred Stead were married
;
ji
J in pru nun, rna,
sow
I and brooms, mming sine
there
Feb.
home
minister's
on
her
will
HU wt.k.
Apple
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at
the
menace
that
not
be-Because
would
Dixie
his
is
and
inquisitive
Wooster,
returned
1
back
and
way
findtheir
'Fred
to
th jani-4.
safely
to
descend until all the copy is
at
Kenarden
waiter
and
head
jobs
in
as
r www.
the printers.
(Umtinued on Fag 4)
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Two

Vocational Qualms?

Signifying Noihing

College graduates who fail in business or professional life can
By JOE H. BINDLEY
usually trace the cause of this failure to one of two main faults. First,
medium
of expression today is the column. There are
they
The
greatest
secondly
they did not really now what they wanted to da, and
two main tvDes of columns in existence: the architectural column FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21
were not prepared to do it.
which holds things up; and the newspaper columns which tear things
Basketball
freshman vs. ueston
7:30
Frequently a college undergraduate feels he would Me to be an ,
a
Peanut Party
manv who are n0 one are busily
Mmeone
,
'
accountant or some professional person. This desire may be stimulated
Sophomore Class Outdoor Party
u
t,
u
a,;
k mnc nf ml.
Formal
Hoover
"'.he newspaper criumn with which we are mainly concerned.
i
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wonder that manv failures result. when the "glamour" wears off.
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Another cause of failure is the lack of preparedness on the part
0c coiumni.ts. -- nd tne main ones
o many students. These students jind themselves m untenable positions are considered below
uj i ten, vim iii hi c. Uicv discover mat incy viuuu huvc wuitu wiw ui
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" -Here
the author is trying to convince
be SO necessary m their chosen field?
Ue reader that the end of the world
The students of the College are indeed fortunate that 'during the is just around the corner. What is the
Week of March 24 27, they will have an opportunity to check these reader supposed to do? well noth
causes of failure before it is too late. It is up to each individual himself ing, unless he wants to build an ark.
to decide whether or not he is going to tafee advantage of the oppor Such columnists might well be spon
tunities presented by Career Weefe. JS(o one is going to ask him to attend sored by Chris Craft Motor Boat Cor
poration. .
and certainly no one will care if he doesn t use the opportunity.
we must consider the entreat
7ow is the time for the student to find the answers to the questions Next
type, lhis type spends his time
inR
which will present themselves after graduation. 7ow he has a chance
convincing you that what you want to
to correct his errors while there is still time to do so. 7ou he will
see in the world is a change new ideas
now if he needs that course, or if his "chosen field" is really the one
etc. Strangely enough you soon dis
he wants.
cover that the change you desire are
Career Week is not a college sponsored event which demands the very ones proposed by the columstudent attendance, but is rather a service to the students. It is for nist. More successful writers of this
each just what he wants to mae of it. If there is a certain field which type are often suggested through their
holds your interest, see the committee and get that field represented, columns as possible presidential can- Then attend the conferences and ASK QUESTIOJS. Only by asing didates
questions win you jma due tunai you want to nuwana n wm nep me
lhen there - is - Happy - Harryr He
This
proper
and
ield representative.
support of thinks that life is just a bowl of cher.
is OUR opportunity
Career Wee should leave but one regret the regret that we haven't riCs and sets about convincing the
had it before JtiB
reading public of the same. This type

not noU nut what is involved in such
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Lower Babcock

9:00-12:0- 0

o

A

kini
HU rematch con.i. in p
keyholes and he can fre
through
quently be recognized by the dark
glasses which he wears to cover a black
eye, Half of his time is spent in court
and the other half in contacting vari
ous publicity agents.
Another popular column is the one
which is written by some self appoint
ed big wig and which is a resume of
his experiences. His popularity comes
from exposing other big shots and all
goes well until some one exposes him
Finally we come to the comic. He
always sees the funny side of things,
In order for him to succeed, he must
be a nationally known comedian and
have a good staff of gag writers.
These columns have caused a reac
tion throughout the world which has
come to be known as "columnpliobia"
The sufferer of this disease reads one
column and formulates his ideas only
to read another column and discover
that he is all wrong. A third column
presents yet another angle and finally
in - deseeratien - the - subject - turns to
writing a column himself at this stage
of the game his condition is absolutely

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22
oirls Chorus
9:30
Basketball
OhioNorthern vs. Varsity
7:30
Scot Cottage Party
Senate Dance

Chapel
Gym
Scot
Lower Babcock

8:00-12:0- 0

8:30-11:3- 0

7

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Scot Auditorium
.
8:00 S. b. t.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24
Scott Auditorium
Utt Campus uirls
9:45
Lower Babcock
Dance
Modern
4:30
Chapel
Student Recital .
7:00
Babcock
Lower
Party
Arrows
7:00
"
... Lower Galpin
Faculty Meeting ...
7:30
TUESDAY, FBBRUARY 25
Lower Babcock
Modern Dance
4:30
Chapel
Girls' Chorus
7:00
Lower
Kauke
.
Club
.
Glee
Men's
7:00
Lower
Galpin
U.
W
A.
A.
8:00
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26
.. Lower Galpin
College Circle Tea ..
4:00
Lower Babcock
Modem Dance .
4:30
Babcock
Lower
6:45- - 7:30 Y. W. .
... Lower Kauke
Symphony .
7:15- - 9:15
Lower Babcock
', 7:30
THE Corporation ...
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27
.... Lower Babcock
Modern Dance
r
4:30
Chapel
Girls' Chorus
7:00
'
Kauke
Lower
Club
Glee
Men's
7:00
Gym
Class ...
7:30- - 9:30 Men's Senior'
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28
... Lower Babcock
..
Douglass Formal
Chapel or Taylor
- Lecture: Dr. Robert E. Wilson ....
8:00
...
SATURDAYS MARCH 17
77
uaipm
Board of lrustees Winter Meeting
All Day
Scott
Gum Shoe Hop Rehearsal
All Day
Gym
;
Wesleyan
vs. Varsity
Ohio
Basketball
7:30
hopeless.
Kenarden
Sprtmn
House
Ooeri
Somnrl
o.nn.i?'nn
of column makes you feel gready en
Lower Babcock
There only seems to be one solution
Third Section Dance and Open House
couraged then you hear the latest to this problem and that is that the
'
SUNDAY, MARCH 2
.
...... Scott Auditorium
news report on tne radio and reacn next time there is a shortage of news-..
6:30- - .8:00 5. E. r.
Lower. Douglass
Meeting"
Section
Fourth
print, the classified sections should be
r
left in.
We must not rorget
old gossip
.
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For the past ten years the American wind has been vividly and
.. ...1..
- -- ..!
II.
- -L . .
onuJ TcgiTftCTiw i
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'
ine results vjf mniiamm
painjuuy aware ojt jusi wnai
tion can be. We saw it in fascist Italy, in Jazi Germany, in occupied Iicllcia 10 Me CiUllUl
Europe. We saw its inevitable consequence world war. 7ow, when Gentlemen:
its threat to our very existence is more remote are we going to let in
The "Week of Prayer" finally came
the bacfc door of national bolicv what it took the lives of two million o the Colleee of Wooster. As we look
Americans to keep away from the front? Are we to join the sorry parade back, we can see the effect which took
of nations who were victorious in battle only to lose in peace that very piaCe during its advent. This
which they fought in war?
tion of liberal learning was engrossed
Today's threat to democratic principle is the more insidious be- - in a "Kgiom veil. This spiritual veil
cause it does not come from suspicious foreign elements, but from brou6ht t0 the mmd of students on
eminentU resbected and rcshectahle American militar leaders. These thc campus the ideals and methods or
men, steeped to the ears in army tradition, are trying to persuade us naming a oener me.
Before this short week, many of us,
that blac is white, that guns are really only toens of friendship, and
a broad meaning jof the word, were
in
that preparation for war is the logical road to peace.
-

7a-

PJ'i

institu-rightf-

or

We will not give way in
We defend our sovereign
We are all for the "American Way",
We keep comfort in our sights.
What care we if others starve,""
And have neither freedom nor

peace?
What are they complaining about?

ntr

Although the propaganda "machine employed by the military to
cram regimentation down the throats of an already apathetic public is at'
tempting to soften us up with promises of better health, vocational
training, and that lofty catchall phrase character building", let us
not be deluded. The ultimate goal is military control of our national life.
Militarism and democracy cannot exist side by side.'. They are mutually
destructive. Its success or failure now is up to us. What are we going
--

Laborite Defense
Many Americans are looking atjthe sorrowful spectacle of Britain
today and deriving from it another moral against the- evils of socialism.
But this is not an altogether fair inference, nor"a just one. Britain is
today reaping the weeds sown faring the past war years. And it con'
cerns us, if for no other reason 'than that she is partially basing, her
,
nopes jot survival on smencanioans.
-

7

The emergence of:

f.

lend-lease-

For world

i yanrBatr

:at-th-

t

areesse0:toidjr

tnj'fetnWafly

co-operati- on
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No thread of thought's too fine
That it cannot be thoroughly
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IMMEDIATE ACTION
HEADQUARTERS
KENARDEN I
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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We must beware of forces now
Which are seeking to undermine
Uncle Sam's housekeeping plan;

.

,

Schmotzer, William D.

201

(tnl)

'
DMh(jep

27 January 1947.

SUBJECT: Maltreatment of Pvt. William D. Schmotzer, 45053120.
TO: Commanding Officer, Co. b, 1st tin, nth inj Kegt,
In a mesh to encircle our freedom,
And take away the easy chair,
1. In a letter from the above mentioned private, your command,
dated U January 1947, to members this command, it is inferred that
Bewareth esel.SQalledliberals
you have committed discriminatory offenlesndlherwiSebusedrowr
They're communists in disguise;
lone representative in the bloody postwar battle oj Japan, we read
Take care .of false
with shocked dismay that he and his "comrades iri arms" are suffering
Fascists who've been advised
undue hardships, namely, that the mess hall equipment is below the
To destroy our civilization
standards of cleanliness to which he is accustomed, that the coos are
And the dreams we've realized.
sub'marginal morons, that the PX is only open during duty hours and
therefore only available to officers. Even more serious, Wiliiam reports
the "paddle footed, state'Side, ninety day wonders", your command,
that
But now since we have won the
are becoming "drun with power" and are becoming every day more"
.
..... ..war,
and more what he calls "C. S." He goes so far to say that your sense
And are generously donating
of humor leaves something to be desired.
Our time, our talents, and our all
With a vigor unabating
2. In response to tht above EM's frantic pleas for aid, we recom'
Toward letting the world have the mend the following: that Pvt. Schmotzer s calibre and college breeding
benefits
be recognized, m testament 0) which we enclose a Uerman test written
Of our scholarly advice,
by the EM concerned which we recommend you include in his 201
file; that he be accorded the ran of which he is deserving acting Pfc;
Sit back, relax, my countrymen
these
dice!
America loads
that he be spared any further duty so rankling to one of his jine tern'
Ruth Rosborough perament, e.g., K. P., latrine orderly, guard duty, etc. etc.
,
3. It is requested that this matter be corrected and that your
i
action be indicated by endorsement hereon.
By command of:
r- -i
7
' c G. 'I. Garrison, .'
"
'
. Lieutenant Gen., USA, Ret,
,
r
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.
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'free-thinkers-
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ShinwelXs

decision to curtail coal dfasiTIv,1
the
3
lac of coal had cpppled'oyejilf of ir industry
same time.
The irony of the s;i;pn'ayihe"-kttKaui!e increased production
and exportation
the'xe.ner tfTe Iac of fuel
and workers,
itopossiffcfWie' Tories, led by
Eden and Churchill ivere clamoring last wee for, the, resignation of the
Laboritesi but since they' still. hold their, majority it seemed unlikely
that England's attempt 'to socialism ' would be drobbed. Britain had
emerged from the war as a debtor nation and, as such, was playing her
nana trying tnrougft cir Wilfred cady to secure a reduction of debts
ncia by the Empire, and hoping for further aid from the United States.
The Socialist government is partially to blame for the chaos today
because of its weal leadership, its maintenance of huge armies, its An'
come taxes limiting worker incentive, and. esbedally; its lack of fore
sight. On the other hand, the coal mines worn'Out and profitless since
1918 have been nationalized only a little over a' month, and already a
vigorous, production plan has r been pushed dnd rdpid' gains made. Any
government 'Would be stavvered at the hroshert" nf Atcretkina hmtlur- 1
O I
00
7
turn 75 yo ovtr 1938 figures, at this
time, as is necessary if England is
to continue dsajrrsxate power. Rationing has wisely been retained,
domestic products curbed, and imports reduced, Ani efforts to fill
me jw,vw worncr'snorfagc gap with toiish workers are being made.
Thus, thf Laborfte. government ; partially guilty and partially innocent,
xs faced with, one' of the great crises in England's history.' In its solution
may well be found the 'actual. strength of Enriish socialism. Anv cow
ernment faced with the prospia'of the fall of Britain from the world's
tco fowc7 woumj oc soreiy perpiexca.
XvL.U.

?

From the beneficient spirit
Of our democratic nation?

cut
vrasncaiiy
'

ypaT

'

Didn't we start
Didn't all plans originate

Durinffv the "Week of
Prayer", instead of wasting our time
and efforts in insignificant pastimes,
many of us participated in the formal
and informal discussions. .Much prac
tical . knowledge was acquired and
many of the students who were doubt
ful in their religious beliefs were
straightened out. During the "Week
of Prayer" the college had a somber
and thoughtful air.
Many of us who had committed nu
acts began to con
merous
sider our deeds more seriously. We reformed at least for this week while we
were under the guidance f Reverend
C. John L. Bates and Doctor Milton
D. McLean. Now that the "Week of
Prayer" is in the past, are we going
to slip back into our former state of
indifference? It is evident that the Big
rour can not sponsor a continuous
week of prayer to remind us of the
right path to follow. We can and
should not expect the "Shepherd", to
continuously point out the good and
evil to his "flock". Therefore, I be
lieve that we should strive to follow
the counsel of the Reverend Mr. Bates
and Dt McLean and profit from our
experience of the week which is still
very clear in all of our minds.
Sincerely
Joe Rosenbloom
un-Christi-

--

Last May Bill Schmotzer left Wooster and First Section Kenarden
to answer Uncle Sam's call to travel at Army expense. Last December
he too advantage of these travel opportunities and shipped out to
'
f
;
aid Uncle Sam with his postwar problems in Japan.
Snnn after his arrival in Nibbon Bill wrote several letters to his
Section brothers in' Kenarden I complaining of: several abuses wreaked
'
upon his dignity.
The Beta Kabba Phi's, being men of action and understanding the
troubles he was enduring, determined to give Bill assistance. Tht follow'
ins letter was drawn up and sent to his commanding officer.
To date no answering correspondence has been received jrqm rvi.
Schmotzer or his commanding officer.

.

Sceptical, are you? Then witness the statement of General Persh'
ins, as far back as 1922, who said that it was his "fervent hope that"
out of a conference of educators and military men in Washington might
come plans and pohaes which might be applied to public schools every
where." More recently President Truman himself stated that he wants
'young people to be informed on what this government is, what it
stands jor
through a universal training program. Does .this sound
we jree eaucaiionr kjtuo you too seje tne camet snose wnaer-thetewith the spectre of army controlled education close behind?

Section Rises in Protest To
any strifHardships of Peacetime Army
right,

The U. S. Plan

un-Christia- n.

Pursuing this suicidal course. they are not content with control
of the state department and much of the civilian government, they have
already launched a highly organized program for mass indoctrination
m the principles of militarism. This not only through the demand for
a peacetime conscript army, but also through huge propaganda demon
strations through press and radio, through civic organizations, and
through control of our educational system.

into Britain
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Gepnan Test, M- - lj dated Aug. 46.
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Woodeb Voice
'THE VOICE, offidd student publication of The College of Wootter. i published weekly
during the school fear except vacation period. Subscription price is $1.50 per yew. Editorial
offices are located
in rocfra .15, Kauke Hall, Phone 898-R- ,
a member of Associated
Collegiate Press and a distributor of Collegiate Press, is printed by the Collier Printing Co.,
Wooster,' Ohio. Entered as second-clas- s
matter in Wooster (Ohio) Post Office. Represented for
national advertising by National Advertising Service, Inc., 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Plays Scots Sat.

61-9-

"Flip" PIPER

games.
Chief interest will be focused on the
attempts of "Fingers" Wagner, "Swish"
Shaw, and Don Swegan to improve
their already excellent scoring aver
13

Ed'i Note: If this applies to you,
read it and bleat.
This columnist can't imagine why so
many Scots were "all het up" during
the course of the John Carroll game.
Certainly, the score was close but no
game is ever important enough to war.
rant the display of abusive vocal
nasties, to which a good percentage of
the student body gave utterance.
To my mind the booing of an
opposing player in the act of shooting a free throw is the most stupid
and one of the foulest actions of which
a spectator can be guilty.
When students resort to such nefarious methods in order that their alma
mater may emerge victorious, it is high
time for intercollegiate competition to
be dissolved and the students urged to
s
adopt
as their collegiate
pastime. This game is not nearly as
"jumpy" on frayed scholastic nerves.
Absolutely nothing was accomplished by that miasmic medley of discord
ant booing. John Carroll made
24 free throws, whereas Wooster was
successful in only seven of its 17 char
ity line tosses.
,
Admittedly, the officiating of the
Wooster-Joh- n
Carroll game was the
worst I have ever witnessed. The ref
ereeing in most of the intramural
'
games was of a much higher' calibre
than that of last Saturday's basketball
game.
' Wooster's coaching staff is not re
sponsible for the horrendous officiate
ing which has been all too frequent of
late. Basketball officials are appointed
by the Ohio Conference, of which
Wooster is a member,
tiddly-wink-

lof

--

ages.

h

Forward Arden Roberson leads Ohio
Northern's scoring with 149 points as
of the Ohio Northern-Albiogame;
this is an average of llVi points per
game. Bill Whitely, who has meshed
98 points, mans the other forward po
sition. Center Stevenson has collected
n

88.

'.

59-1-

game winning streak. This was the
longest winning streak any Mose Hole
team had compiled since the '41 '42
squad's record of 12 wins in a row.
Wooster seemed unable to employ
efficiently its usually
zone de
fense on Kent State's larger court. Tak
ing advantage of these numerous air
pockets, the Golden Flashes were able
to work the ball to men in position
near the baskets. The Scots, on the oth
er hand, found difficulty denting
Kent's defense and were forced to re
ly on quarter count set and jump
shots.
Although the Flashes' offense was
superior during this half, they netted
only nine field goals in comparison to
the Scots' six. It was Kent's ability to
sink their free throws which enabled
lead at
the Staters to hold a
the half. The Golden Flashes' made
10 of 11 charity tosses, while the Scots
were successful in only six of 14 tries.
28-1- 8

Don Swegan and Bob Baxter ac
counted, for 13 of Wooster's 18 points

"

.

'

Chuck Southwick, Dick

pace-make- rs

44-3-

.

-

-

,

been held to three points in the first
;
half.
Bright features of Wooster's defeat
were the second half scoring splurge
of "Fingers" Wagner" in which h e
racked up 19 points (he has now
scored 254 points "in 17' games for a
;
15.1 average per game).

7.

Tnraips Win Two

...

One of the main factors responsible
for Wooster's defeat was its inability
to score consistently from the foul line.
The Scots made only! 15 of.t foul

thought ' as a child: but when I be
Irregardless of the inefficiency of came, a man, I put. Way childish
The Yrumps, boasting two
fy playrsr-Ros- e
referees, it would be absurd to question things".
Kesel and Pat
Most of you have graduated from
'thei? honesty. They are not inventing
the Imp Domino combinationew rules but applying the laws of the the building block' stage, so why not n,'-17.
Culp, who scored 14 points
civilized
like
humanstoddlers
act
not
how".
they
know
"as
best
hard court
was high scorer.
It would not be surprising at some still vetoing dry "
The Independents roared to a 29
future basketball game to encounter
Let's use our heads more ancf our 19 victory over the Freshman B team
some, enterprising entrepreneur ped mouths less at future basketball games!
Jane Freeman of the Independents
dling tar and feathers at the door. Only then can the superb sportsman and Marietta Newton of the B's tied
The recipient thereof to be some ref ship of the Scot athletes and coaching for scoring honors,' each swishing 16
eree who chanced to voice an opinion staff prove of value and serve as cri points;
opposite to that of the student body. teria for the students of Wopster.
, Wednesday, a strong Sphinx team
Believe me, the Penn railroad can
defeated
The
the Independents, 20-not spare a single rail .for "out-of- Coach Art Murray announces, thift 4 rumps wnrppea tne opuas,
town" use. The company can't begin
a meeting will be held for all basebal! Culp' i"Pat"-tere- d
the basket with
to train its employees to conform to
candidates on Thursday, Mar. 27, in 17 points. The Trumps have two vic
a schedule as it is.
the lecture room of the gym at 4:30 tories 'af against no losses.
As individuals it's my firm belief
that there exists no finer expression of
the
sportsman than the
all-st-

''

..'

ar

Culp-r-defeat-

ed

--

k

.

i.

M.

-
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Special Scrip

League.

Coach "Kaycee" Corey's battling
quintet won six of seven games from
Kenarden League opposition. Second's
only defeat was the 24s loss to Fifth.
Fifth, Seventh, and B 6C B were all
tied for second place with five vic
tories as against two defeats.

V-"--

tussy m
:

CLEANSmq

.

five is

'

usual duo of incompetent referees,
who succeeded in calling 57 fouls be
fore the game had been concluded.

--

d

19-1-

--

6.

1.75 Size Now Otaiy

1.00

t.

--

Independents
will play Tuesday
evening at 8:00 on the main floor of
the gymto decide the champion of
the Intramural League.

Z

:

V

I1USK0FF DDUGS
Wooster Hotel Building

'

j

,

Wooster

student. But, collectively,

many of you exercise little regard for
the feelings of people participating
in athletic contests.
A certain percentage of the student
body reminds me of sheep. When one
nincompoop opens his yap to blare
his assorted afflictions at players or
referees, many deem it justifiable
to bleat their own particular brand of
foppish falderal.
Don't allow the unsportsmanlike
conduct of a few "sheepish" morons
to pull the wool over your eyes. Such
conduct ' is not an essential requisite
for the acquisition of a Wooster
sheepskin.
First Corinthians (13:11) offers the
practical solution. "When I was
child, I understood as a child,

Gold, Silver,' Jeweled
Combs and Barettes --Hkl.OO - 2.00

.

Wooster Theatre
THURS.

...-

New Hair Oriiaments

'

f

ILfcTCJj:

'

II
I

The whole towns excited about our fabulous collection
.
.
fashions. Theyrt fashion-fres- h
of new-loo- k
coatssuits. and dresses . . ., all here for your selection
See them on our Fashion Floor.

I i.

tt

A

I

THE GIFT CORNER

m

i

Public Square
.

-

.

... s--

Hurry Hurry Hurry
We Have a New Shipment of

BASS WEEJUNS

IV

A t & ?

!

AMSTER SHOE STORE

rev

So.

Tif

FRI. SAT.

i.

.

,

Walt Disney's

"Song of the South;'

START SPRING WITH A NEW

COTTON FROCK
Chambrays

June Priesser

'

Seersuckers
Ginghams
7.95 to 14:95

(

in

"Vacation Days"

i.

SUNDAY WEDNESDAY
Tyrone Power
and

.

'

M

"The Razor's Edge"

TFrt

i

For Your Frjiends ,
Have a Photograph Made at

Gene Tierney

in

Spring coats to dominate
the Easter parade! Long
or shorf .
exciting as
now in our
you please
V
new collection
;

BEULAH BECHTEL
PUBLIC SQUARE

-

-

1

fair-minde-

B 6c B's
5
defeat of Fifth Sec
tion enabled Second to become the
champions of the Kenarden
new

-

;

y--

--

Kent sank 31 of 26

'

.

.

Second Becomes
Kenarden Champs

The Junior League's championship
the Independents, who went
tries.:
through
league competition undefeatAlso, Earl "Swish" Shaw was cov
ed. The Kappas were second with six
ered like a shelter half throughout the wins
and one loss, and. Ninth was
game and only scored three points. third with five victories and two de
Earl now has 243 points for a 14.5 feats.
Plans for a tournament have been
average per game, and Don Swegan's
permanently
cancelled. However, the
231 total gives him a better than 13 Vi
of
Kenarden and Junior
the
winners
average.
- Second Section and the
Leagues
The Ohio Conference furnished its
shots, whereas

-

'diap'-lomacy'- J.

--

;. .

-

.

7r

.

W

41-3-

34-2-

1,

--

V'Tbecots

.

21-2-

y

.

,

24-1- 9,

e,

Swanson, established the previous Scot medley
the Scot scoring leaders with 14 and
and Bill Hewett won the 220 yd. free record in .1941, swimming the 300
10 points respectively. Gene White and
style, 150 yd. backstroke, and the 200 yards in the time of 3 min., 12.4 sec.
McDowell each had eight points.
John
yd. breaststroke respectively.
Lyman Hartley, grabbing 4 firsts in
"Gabby" Dickson and Ronnie Baird
the 50 and 100 yard free style events, were the
in .the Wooster
gers" Wagner, who mangled the paced Wooster. His winning times Frosh's
9
conquest V Sterling.
meshes with 12 points, after having were 27.2 seconds and 1 min., 00.8 They scored II and 10 points
been held to three points by Kent in sec.
Ed Holden and Chuck' Southwick
the first half, Shaw, Swegan, and Wey
The Scott enjoyed 'j?-- 9 lead at
each
contributed eight points to the the 'close of the first, period but .Star
gandt also contributed fielders to keep
Scots' 53 point total. Holden's winning ling fought back to ' tie th .score
the hoop hot.
':
at tije half. Sterling lea
mark of the second time in the 400 yd. free style was 4
At the half-wa53.3
Southwick
the
min.,
seized
sec;
Heregoing into they iWhv'f aod,,
half. Kent stole a leaf from the Scots'!
scrapbook and commenced to close 200 yd. free style in 2 min25.5 ec. upon,' Coacbl Murrayfs tdr 'ersfbhV
'
Dean Walton', Dick Swanson, and tered the! bucket, withy 7," f : mts whilecheck the Black and Gold into the
'
floor. Wooster's passing became slop Bill" Hewitt won their respective events holding Sterling .to, but 've.
fancy
diving,v
yd.'
in
back
150
the
,
was
py, and Kent secured numerous breakuie wterung scor
Jim ocnneiaer
yd.
200.
and'
stroke,
breast
with'
ing
stroke.
The
14 points.'
ace
aways with the .resulting successful
'
times of the., latter two were 2 min.,
Yesterday., evening1 "C
edged
bunny shots,
'
the Frosh 35 3 3, 'in a thrill
overtime
Fred, Klaisner, . Kent's Janky- - 6- - ft. 01.7' fee, arid 2 min., 42.5 sec.
)49 all
battle.
Tht
were
tie
J:
ttams
at
4 in. center and high scorer, hereupon
the
regulation
'game...
of
the
end
at
repeatedly eluded Scot defenders and
.Jack Milliga'nwitt 15 points, was
broke unescorted into the center alley
high
scorer. Ronnie Baird,, and GabKlaisner scored five fielders and one
by" Dickson each had 12 points.
free throw in this manner after having

.'

is--

5.

--

.

:

5,

42-3-

-

'

50-4-

half-tim-

--

Guards Bill Hayden and- Chuck in the' first half. Don scored seven of
Strasbaugh round out the, probable theScotsfirst 10 points.
starting' nv6 of Ohio Northern. They
vCoach Hole's warriors of the Hilltop
have netted' 89 and 60 points respect
were
a rejuvenated crew during the
'
vely. ;
';".
.'
first ten minutes of the second half.
The Scots .wil posess, a. definite
height advantage; The two tallest play Their bassing and floor game were
muc,h" unproved, and the offense began
ers on the Bears' starting quintet scale,
only 6T. The 6'3 Vf. of Niles Atfey, tO.CilCK.
kept whittling at
substitute center, ' .the ' best on the
squad. '
1VIMI
Ww
.
UIV
uuut
".
...
n
been
reduced
.margin
to
had
A collection box wilHbe placed in
the lobby of the. gym for Scot students The big 'noise in this rally was "Finwishing. to contribute morfey tfe'the
Mose .Hole Appreciation' Night fund.
s

Coach An Murray's freshmen bas
Coach Carl Munson's prodigies of
The Scot Mermen mushed to Mus
stubborn
ket
ball team defeated
kingum Monday afternoon and sound- the pool routed the Wittenberg LuthSeverance
five,
Steubcnville
in
Wednesday afternoon.
ly trounced the Muskie swimming erans,
squad,
Coach Munson's tankers The Scot tankers triumphed easily, Gym Friday evening. Although the
' height advantage,
captured the 300 yard medley and winning eight of the nine events and frosh possessed
400 yard relay, and took five firsts of taking four of the seven second places. they were never able to establish
comfortable lead.
the remaining seven events. '
Ed Holden, Bill Hewitt, and Lyman
and
Wooster led at
Lyman Hartley accounted for 13 Hartley swimming the back stroke,
by
the
increased
the
1
margin
to
of the Scots' 59 points by grabbing breast stroke, and free style, respective
firsts in the 60 and 400 yard free ly set a new Wooster swimming rec- end of the third quarter. The Scots
styles and a second in the 100 yard ord of 3 min., 12.2 seconds in the were forced to stave off a determined
Steubcnville rally in the final period
free style. The winning times were 34.9 300 yard medley relay.
in order to win.
seconds and 6 min., 9.4 seconds.
Duncan, Dunlap, and Greene had
Doug Preble and Willi White were
53-2- 2,

3,

air-tig- ht

Ohio Northern is just as cold as the
nickname, Polar Bears, implies. Analysis of previous basketball games in
which the Polar Bears have participated indicates that Wooster casaba
addicts will be treated to their first
portrayal of "The Iceman Cometh."
The Bears have won only two of 13
games and one of eight conference
games. The Ada quintet ranks thirty-sixtin Ohio state and is next to last
the
Ohio Conference.
in

Frosh Cancrs win
Two, Drop One

59-1-

61-5-

Mose Hole's victory-minde- d
Scots
Outplayed in all but the first ten
will be hosts to the Polar Bears of minutes of the second half, the Scots
Ohio Northern in Severance Gym to- were defeated,
by a scrappy
morrow evening. Wooster will be gun- Kent State basketball team. The loss
ning for its thirteenth win in the last marked the end of Wooster's eight

SC'DCPEE
By LARRY

Scot Mermen Whip Ucoslor Sols
Jcdloy Dcccrd
Muskies, 5

Kent Tramples
7oosior, 3

Ohio Northern

Snyder St uuiu
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Engagements

Dimpy" Writes His Impressions
01 a Night With the Gum Shoe

(Continued from Page 1)

(This invaluable document was slipped under the door of the Voice
office last night by someone who signed the story DIMPY. If there is
such a person, where is he, who is her, and what is he? This copy is
absolutely uncorrect and unconfirmed.)

To the Reader: This is a documented I witness report.
Location: Somewhere in Scott Auditorium.
Time: Anytime this week
Eeeeee ee Kkkkk . . ! I Hunter, get down off that back drop, your
not supposed to be an ape, your a cossack, you jackass.
'

',.

Hunter's snappy retort: How dare
you look at Baron Iegor Bever in that
ton of voice. Why when I was
Jarmen: Conwell, Leave Garver
lone. That's not in the script And
Tommy this building isn't fireproof.
Besides it's on campus.
Sam: Joyce, is this correct?
Jarmen: No, no Sam. It doesn'tT.
Gum Shoe Hop spelt backwards does
not spell burlesque. Put those things
back on.
Jarmen: How do you like that here
it is 7:31 and where's my cast. We
only get the auditorium once a week
and everybody's late
Along about 9:30, Conwell and
Hunter are properly subdued (all the
bloodstains being washed off the stage)
and the whole cast has finally a rived.
They rip through the first act. It can't
miss, (after the hysterical laughter has
subsided) then they swing into the
secons act. Then like in olden days
when King Arthur and all his Knight's
of the Roulette table (strange spelling
isn't it) dashed foward'to meet there
foe with a terrible onslaught, the doors
in the rear of the auditorium were
flung wide, and a whole host of
descended upon the seemingly
tranquil throng of actors (pardon the
expression). Set's lights, people of all
sizes and shapes, and general confusion took hold of the stage.
Amid the rumble and roar of the
busy multitude can be heard (only
now and then) a few words of the
script.
Jarmen: Take it from page 9, that
last line . . . "Is Leo coming?"
Joe: Joyce, I've read that line for
the past 5 minutes
Jarmne: I'm sorry I didn't hear you.
.' Joe: How can you when I'm sus- holding on to a
Dended in mid-aidrop.
back
Jarmen: What did you say (this can

....

Bev-er- s'

,

r.

only be heard above the loud roar that
the stage crew makes). Alas, Joe never
did get a chance to say his line again,
for the next morning when the janitor was cleaning up he found Joe,
still holding on to the backdrop, still
waiting for his cue.

'

Kostelanetz
Recordings
Sigmund
Romberg

One Kiss
Romance
Song of Love
Desert Song
Auf Wiedersehen
Will You Remember
Deep in My Heart
When I Grow Too
Old to Dream
Album M635

tact

no one
breaths
in
reath. He goes on and on, on and
on and then on some more. He s so
deeply engrossed in his part that ev
eryone can feel, with no stunted emotion, that Bob is giving his awl.

in June of 1948.

sweet home" after August when she
becomes Mrs. Dick Stevens. The three
days included a basketball game, the

and twenty miserable
senior prom
hours on a train! But, from Betty's
smile, her glow, and her weighty left
"O.K. break it up, who do you
hand, the Pennsylvania Railroad came
think you are Carrk Gable and Lana
through at last!
Turner? It's fine to practice, but come
up for air every now and then."
The clocks ticks away, Schicker has
just finished his scene, Jarmen now
bas 7 hundred and 43 white hairs,
that's 26 more than she had before she
started to night. Sue Quay has finished knitting six sweaters and four
pairs of socks, Tommy is chewing cig
arettes with the rest of the cast while
Hunter is picking off immaginary fleas
(he thinks he's an ape . . . . How
strange.) Jo and Hal are trying to fol- ow the script as close as possible.
Jarmen: Not that close
Please!

The third act roars away to a quick
ending, ou can see it's getting them.
Most of them are getting act happy.
"I got a gag i . . This I'll kill you . . .
We have a canary on the stage sing
ing like a boid, A rude looking article
comes dashing on the stage with a
double barrel shotgun. There is a
oud shot, and the boid stops singin
Someone asks, "Why did you kill her,
why,

why why!

. . .

i-

"

-

The cruel man with the smoking
gun: UKUfcKS fKUM rc 1 KJ.LLVJ

Westminster Fellowship
(Continued from Page 1)
of basic Christian ideals, folk games,
singing, and refreshments.
Included in the agenda of topics for
the next meeting will be achievement
of goals in the commission field, faith
and life, stewardship, Christian fellow
ship, and Christian outreach. All those
interested are urged to attend this or
ganizational meeting.
last scene comes and goes. Everything
comes out fine, except for the director,
who amid the shouts and rumble of

all the distractings is trying to, among
other things to fine the place, and
pull things together.

In the wee hours of the morning
when the first ves tiges of dawn shyly
cross the campus, after the hysterical
laughter of all the performers dies
down to a loud roar, Jarmen calls it
a night and all the Kiddies can take
a breath, till the next roundup. She
says her speech, "I know things' don't
make sense, but nothing thats new
ever does, don't dispair . . . . Just
remember to eat, sleep and live THE
and all will
GUM SHOE HOP"

At this the whole cast has spasms of
uncontrollable laughter . . . And they
start the fourth and final act . . . The
plot finally makes sence everyone is be well.
fairly hoarse and wor nout. The very

...

(Continued from Page 1)
role in society.
In Thursday's topic "Building a
Better World," Dr. McLean summed
up the week's discussion of the basic
hungers of persons for security, under
standing, recognition and as we mature we discover spiritual values in
many ways. He said that we are rest- ess until we rest in Him and the mo
tive underlying the choice of a voca
tion is important "a religion motive
to understand God's will."
Dr. McLean is a graduate of the
University of Minnesota and received
his Masters from the University of
Chicago. He' is also a graduate of the
McCormick Theological Seminary. He
has not only served as an assistant to
the dean of Chapel at the University
of Chicago but has served as a chap- ain and professor of religion at
Macalester College in St. Paul. During the war, Dr. McLean was active in
the USO. At the present time Dr.
McLean is president of Lincoln Col
lege. He has written the book called
Inventory of Religious Concepts.

There will be another student re
cital in the Westminster Chapel on
Monday night, February 24, at 7:00
p.m. The following students will participate in the recital:
PIANO
Nancy WaUett, "Two Larks",
by Leschetitzky
Dorothy Showalter, "La Comparsa"
by Lecuona
Suzanne Twineham, "Ballade in
g minor", by Brahms
Elaine Miller, "Allegro de Italian
Concerta", by Bach
"Fountains of Acqua Paola",
by Griffes
VOICE
Christine Dever, "O, sleep! Why.
Dost Thou Leave Me?" by Handel

VIOLIN

Various plans for the financing of
Wooster's first literary magazine,
"Pembroke" have been announced recently by Jack Holden, editor, and
Pembroke, its sponser. In addition to
a bridge and a dance, the committee
hopes to hold a Student-FacultQuiz
show to raise funds for the printing
of the magazine. Contributions, either
literary or pecuniary, will be accepted
by Jack Holden, Kathy Wonder or
Joyce Jarman.
y

Lucas Speaks on India
Mr. E. D. Lucas, a recently returned
missionary from India, was the guest
speaker at the last meeting of THE
Corporation held Feb. 28 in lower
Babcock at 7:30 P.M. He spoke on
the economic prospects for India.

Martha Ann Livsey, "Legende",
A field trip is being planned for
by Wieniawski Mar. 27 to Cleveland. The plans inFlorence FoIIis, "From My Native
clude visiting several industries.
by
Smetana
Land",
Jackie Morris, "Andante from
Symphonie Espagnole", by Lalo
Also included on this program will
be several organ selections, to be am
nounced. All music students will be
Mrs. Hugh Bousman, of Wooster,
expected to attend this recital, and any
will speak to the YW next Wednesday,
A Big Favorite
other interested persons are invited to
Feb. 26, on her experiences in the
attend- .Sportswear!-Brigh- t
Philippines during the war, when she
was held in an internment camp there.
Yellow
She will dress in native costume. The
Fine Quality
meeting, to be held in lower Babcock
Kent State was the scene of a debate
at 6:4$, .is open to all students who
attended by 23 neighboring Colleges
are interested.
last Saturday. Wooster tied for second
place with Capital University and
Ohio Wesleyan while Hiram came out
the undisputed winner.
Others
1.00 to 2.45
affirmative
Wooster's
of
Art
team
Any statements which veterans may
Wide range of patterns
have signed at time of discharge, cer Southwick and Harry Stultz were vie
and colors
tifying they were in good health and torious in four out of four contests
concerning the resolution that labor
waiving application for disability
should be given a direct share in the
compensation, are invalid. Regardless
industry. Other teams
of whether they signed such state management of
consisting of Fred Bowman and Hal
ments, veterans may file claim for
McComas,
Pat White and Paul Wei- resulting from ser
compensation
mer, Dick Hazen and Dave Byers also
disabilities any time
helped to bring the college its second
after their discharge. Veterans may
place rating.
obtain detailed information and assis
tance on filing disability claims from
their nearest VA office or from the
service officer of a service organiza
tion.

Interne Speaks

Tee Shirts
In

Ties Second Place

$1.95

Veterans File Claims

at

,

vice-connect-

BRENNER
BROS.

ed

JOLLIFF'S AUTO SUPPLY
AUTOMOTIVE

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods

BARRETTS
Liberty Flower Shop
Phone 600

Signed, DIMPY

Holden Seeks Funds

Eighi Play In
Studcnl Recital

333 E. Liberty

as .seen

in

George Koch, Student Rep.

KenardenH

GRIFFIN ELECTRIC SHOP
155

'

W. Liberty Street

RADIO REPAIRS
LAMP CORDS
IRONS -:-

-:-

-

SMALL RADIOS

City-Ta- xi

EXTENSION CORDS.
DESK LAMPS

812
an original

"Instant" Hog Dog Roaster

Counter Chit-Ch-

Cram's
Record Shop

on which they collaborated so successfully and the diamond which looks so
darn pretty on Dixie's third finger, left
hand. They plan to be married some

"New Jersey was never like this,"
the motto of Betty Ann Baker who
is
At last we're in the middle of the
found
Princeton to be a pretty nice
twoth act, Schicker has the audience
week end. Tis a mighty
last
place
the palm of his hand. No one
thing,
good
too, because it'll be "home,
a word,

'

8

Johny couldn't stop smiling, the
Practice House on Wednesday morning was the scene of the official engagement of Miss Annelu Hutson and
Mr. John Weitzel. Dixie, and Johnny
have been a team for a long time
both musically and socially. They met
when Johnny began playing trumpet
with Howie Simon's band and found
Dixie doubling on accompaniment and
arrangement. Proof of their "perfect
harmony" is the Gum Shoe Hop music

time

Prayer

,Veek of

cause

Friday, February 21, 1947

FROM

CLARKES STUDIO

Freedlanders

Photographs of Distinction
Phone

Citizens Bank Building

938-- R

Order Them by the Cab Full

George Lahm

HAMBURGER INN

Jeweler

PHONE

at

540-- R

My fan writes me that Woo Week
really went over. Methinks, the Valen
tine Day climax was profitable with
surprise weddings and Valentine gifts
plus luxury tax. More girls are getting
more calls from more men! You can
ring any Babcock Beastie who'll say
"You can always telephone-y."- .
Like time, I must go on. One week
follows another and this one is "Sew
and Save Week", Even if you're dumb
you can be domestic. It's very thimble
to learn to sew be off to the Freed'
lander Fabric Fair!
You'll spin like a carousel when you
see the colorful chambray. The pretty-is- h
play
pastel stuff makes pretty-is- h
clothes. For spring frocks it's as gay
and lilting as a moving merry-ground for .88 a ride.
Sweet and fluffy as cotton candy is
the
Organdy, 36 in. wide
for $1.19. You'll smack your lips at
its yummy colors, bon-boblue, frothy
white, lemonade pink, custard yellow,
cream peach and aqua.
If you're on the right track, you'll
place your bet on
$1.19
will pay back a yard of 39 in. spun
rayon. It's good horse sense to use it
for head scarfs, jumpers, and skirts
in navy, white, and pastels.
Ypu'll be in stitches if you Sew and
Save every week. Frolic for fun and
surplus finance to Freedlanders Fabric
Fair.

4
Seasone

...

SOON
- - MARCH

MARIE
but-ton-

ed

multicolor mock jewels. Smooth

rayon gabardine in aqua, gray,
or beige. Wear it 'round the
calendarl
Sizes 9 to 17
--

--

$10.95

Swiss-dow- n

n

You Can Have 'If
At TAYLOR HALL

LE

Deftly
tailored with zipped or
fly front, yoke back, real
leather belt richly studded with

o

Jarman Produced 'If

SUCK-AS-A-WHIST-

CLASSIC FOR WHICH
PHILLIPS IS FAMED.

and

6, 7

Tickets on Sale in Kauke Feb. 26

-

1--

4

Serg-a-Hea-

8

p.m.

.

Heigh-ho-

d.

,
Livy DePastina

'

'

FREEDLANDERS

